Legal Arrangement for Household Workers: A Case Study of Plasma Fake Eyelashes Industry in Labor Law Perspective
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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes legal protection for domestic workers in the plasma fake eyelashes industry in Kabupaten Purbalingga from a labor law perspective. The method used in this study is juridical empirical. The data used in this study consisted of primary data, secondary data. Primary data were obtained from a field study conducted in Bojongsari District and the plasma fake eyelashes industry in Purbalingga Regency. Secondary data is obtained from primary legal materials in the form of laws and regulations relevant to the topic under study. According to the employment law, the research result shows that the legal protection of homeworkers in the Plasma hair industry in Purbalingga faced a significant challenge. Although it is covered in law 13 of 2003, it does not accept the right and protection as stipulated in the law on wages, employment contracts, freedom of Union and assembly, working hours, occupational safety and health, and social security. With these issues, home workers are very vulnerable and hold poor positions; therefore, particular actions are needed to encourage the protection and fulfillment of their fundamental rights. Strategic policies need to be carried out that recognizes the existence of home workers. These policies need to be incorporated into national statistical data and legislation as an affirmative step taken by the Indonesian Government. Furthermore, the Government needs to develop home worker protection policies that include their fundamental rights. The Government needs to establish a mandatory minimum health and worker protection scheme not to be a burden.

1. INTRODUCTION

The word "homeworkers" is often referred to as "sub-contracted workers," and it is not new in Indonesia. According to the International Labor Organization (ILO) in convention No. 177/1996, a homeworker works from home or some other place sides from the employer's environment. This category of people is paid to produce a product or service as determined by the employer, regardless of the provider of the equipment, materials, or other inputs used.
There are many foreign capital companies in the District of Purbalingga from Korea in the form of false eyelash factories produced by plasma workers. The labor homeworker income is not calculated from the number of attendances, such as factory employees, instead of from the number of false eyelashes embroidered daily. However, the Manpower Act does not explicitly regulate homeworkers because it effectively protects formal sector employment, not the informal sector, such as female plasma workers. This condition does not guarantee legal and economic protection on wages, social security, working hours, health, and safety.

The results obtained from analyzing the existing plasma model in the Purbalingga district showed that the work performed is homework practice, which takes place in the putting-out system. In this process, workers carry out work, produce goods or services without the employer's supervision. Therefore, the quality of work is based on the agreement of the employer and worker.\(^1\)

False eyelash plasma homeworkers work with many costs and production risks, including buying, renting, and maintaining equipment and paying for electricity and transportation. Significant resources are also absorbed in work and utilized adequately by employers without being realized by plasma workers. Therefore, homeworkers significantly utilize domestic resources (households) without receiving compensation, and the working relationship is limited to the output. Based on the description above, the Purbalingga Regional Government needs to make arrangements and policies in labor law to protect female plasma workers who have made significant contributions to the industry and economic growth in Purbalingga.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research uses the juridical empirical method or the normative and empirical approach, namely legal research, which is conducted by prioritizing researching literature or documents and field reviews. The data used in this study consisted of primary data and secondary data. Primary data were obtained from field studies conducted in Bojongsari District and the plasma false eyelashes industry in Purbalingga District. Meanwhile, secondary data is obtained from primary legal materials in the form of laws and regulations relevant to the topic to be studied.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Legal arrangements according to the Manpower Act against Homeworkers in the False Eyelash Industry Plasma in Purbalingga

The wig industry in Purbalingga Regency is the second-largest in the world after the city of Guangzhou in China. The presence of this industry has provided quite a large number of jobs due to its labor-intensive industrial nature. Data obtained showed that the majority of plasma workers in this region are women.

The involvement of homeworkers leads to various implications, such as flexible working hours, cheap wages, and household resource utilization to achieve targets and significant income, which in most cases are ignored. In addition, another impact is the health problem of workers. Those in Purbalingga Regency are usually affected because the embroidery eyelash crafters require carefulness and adequate visual contact of the eyes. In most cases, these workers tend to experience various eye problems, and unfortunately, these companies do not provide health insurance for their workers’ eyes.

In the concept of employment, women who carry out this type of work are included as informal workers. Unfortunately, the informal sector is full of problems mainly related to its workers, such as a dominant patriarchal culture, which meets the interests of the owners of capital. At this point, women, especially that are poor, are seen as potential resources because while working from home, they can carry out their homework and at the same time increase family income.²

In principle, labor law is a civil relationship between workers and employers. However, both parties lack relational equality. Naturally, the employer's position is more powerful than workers who depend on their jobs to take care of their family welfare. Therefore, the state is present through legislation and law enforcement to prevent exploitation from occurring by providing guaranteed protection and enforcement of labor rights somewhat.

Due to the government and law enforcement officials’ inattentiveness to homeworkers, many companies are unaware that employing them is regulated in the Manpower Act. The working relationship between homeworkers and employers, such as traders/producers in the false eyelash industry in Purbalingga, is sometimes seen as a commercial relationship. Meanwhile, when their arrangements were analyzed in the hair industry in Purbalingga, it was found that unit wages were needed to provide their equipment, materials, and supervision systems according to their schedule and to obtain the quality output.

Inputting out systems, employers place risks and responsibilities for the quality of production on homeworkers. Therefore, the employment relationship between employers

and homeworkers is often complicated by subcontracting arrangements and the use of intermediaries. In Indonesia, this kind of working relationship is an acceptable way to meet both supply and demand. Regulations regarding the legal relationship of intermediaries with employers and the legal responsibilities of employers regarding the working conditions of homeworkers are spelled out in the Manpower Act. However, presently, the use of intermediaries to employ homeworkers in Indonesia does not comply with regulations on subcontracting and outsourcing intermediaries to fulfill their responsibilities to workers. 3

Based on a survey in Bojongsari Subdistrict, Purbalingga district, homeworkers do not have an idea of their primary employer because they only deal directly with collectors/intermediaries. Therefore, their inability to determine employers makes it difficult for them to demand work conditions and workers' rights and file complaints against employers. According to the Manpower Act, employers are only permitted to involve third parties that are legal entities through written agreement to carry out subcontracting and outsourcing arrangements. The nature of work subcontracted or outsourced needs secondary or complementary activities, known as "non-core business activities," to the company's main activities. 4

These third-party responsibilities are reaffirmed by the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia in Decision NO 27 / PUU-IX / 2011. Employers are interested in using intermediaries because it is an effective way to avoid dealing with labor regulations related to homeworkers and avoid employer responsibilities. Although the Manpower Act provides a clear framework for assuming responsibility associated with the working conditions of workers in subcontracting arrangements, it is a challenging area to supervise. 5 It is also associated with the case of subcontracting and outsourcing work through intermediaries to homeworkers.

Therefore, it can be concluded that Indonesia Law No. 13 of 2003 does not recognize homeworkers as workers because there is no consensus on their legal status. However, the law generally applies to only workers in the formal sector.

In every work relationship, workers are usually guaranteed rights and benefits according to the Manpower Act. That means that homeworkers also have the same rights in terms of wages and conditions of work. However, the law also provides a "certain time," which allows employers to employ workers seasonally or for a short term. Therefore, the Manpower Act does not explicitly cover homework. Instead of principle,

3 Ulis Titiningsih, D., Prabowo and Martitah.
4 "Law No. 13 of 2003 on Manpower Articles 63-66" (n.d.).
homeworkers are considered ordinary workers who work in an industrial employment relationship according to the law.

An ILO review of the Labor Law shows that Labor Law implicitly covers homeworkers No. 13 of 2003 concerning workforce based on the provisions in Article 1 (2), paragraph (3). This study further stipulates that homeworkers are in employment relations and employers are obliged to comply with various provisions of Labor Law No. 13 of 2003. One of the rules governing homeworkers is the ILO Convention on Home Work No. 177 of 1996. However, it has not yet been ratified by Indonesia. Therefore it is not binding. Hence, the Government needs to make policies in labor law to protect homeworkers that have made significant contributions to the development of industry and economic growth in Indonesia.

3.2. **Legal Protection of Home Workers in the Hair Industry Plasma in Purbalingga According to the Manpower Act**

Based on a survey, Plasma workers are like top celebrities loved by Purbalingga women, with hundreds scattered all over the country. Some of them are still students below working age. The majority of homeworkers do not know the companies they render their services to, and the companies, in turn, have no idea about this category of people. It is because a liaison supplies raw materials to companies such as the eyelashes and wigs industry. Therefore the rights and obligations of workers and companies are not like those working in factories.⁶

The hair plasma and false eyelashes in Purbalingga Regency are divided into two, namely branches and collectors. In practice, there is no difference between the two types of work. However, the difference is the rules set. The following is a table on Branch and Collector differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Difference between Branch and Collector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Coordinator Status is a factory officer with the same rights as workers, such as getting a salary according to UMR and health insurance (Jamkesmas). The exact status with the branch workers as a wholesale worker and earn money from the profit of each labor.

Each branch worker is given a uniform to be worn during working hours. There is also a Haris where batik clothes are used. There is no uniform as long as the finished product is obtained.

The exact status with the branch workers as a wholesale worker and earn money from the profit of each labor.

The minimum amount of labor must be 50 persons per branch. The number of workers is usually not more than 20.

Branches are strongly tied to the factory, with all regulations enforced in the branches. Only different branches are located near the place of residence, thereby making work economical in transportation costs. There is no strong bonding with the factory. Therefore the contract is limited to become a piper capable of carrying out the craft results daily.

Workers need to ensure they complete tasks at the branch, and when they are unable to achieve this, it can be completed at home before the time expires. It is produced at home long as the requested target is fulfilled. Therefore, homeworkers only visit the place to deposit the product.

Homeworkers that work outside companies, such as in the hair industry plasma managed by collectors, only use a piece-rate system. Capitalists carry out this innovation from working relations to maintain the production system and ensure its continuous existence. Plasma is also used as a mediator for enhancing community welfare and stimulating the growth of other businesses.

Based on the described above, the plasma company in Purbalingga makes use of homeworkers. From the characteristics of the actual plasma worker in Purbalingga, a home Based worker entrusted individual entrepreneurs or companies often contract part manufacture (called home worker) through intermediaries.

The percentage of women to men is higher due to the flexibility is given to women in organizing and fulfilling household duties while working. Despite the dem fish, this flexibility is one of the few benefits of work carried out at home. Homework is usually characterized by an exploitative working relationship where those involved receive standard wages, work in a long and immeasurably time, respond to serious occupational

---

health and safety risks without having a work contract and no job or social security. For example, Kuswati is one of the worker's Plasma tuna from the village Panusupan Rembang Purbalingga District, which can only work on 70 percent of eyelashes. According to Kuswati some works cannot be carried out with both legs. Kuswati's mother, Ruswati, and a plasma worker sometimes help to complete the work when the craft of Kus is deposited. The wages received from every pair of eyelashes that are successfully created is Rp200, and they are only able to produce 20 pairs of eyelashes.\(^8\)

According to the head of Industrial relations and labor training Disnakertrans Purbalingga Tukimin, plasma Labour also has no bargaining position on its job because of the absence of an adequate legal umbrella. That is because homeworkers are considered to work without a target time and as labor/ordinary workers. The statuses of industrial relations are considered unclear as stipulated in the workforce LAW. It is because hired plasma workers as employees of the company get their orders from mediators/intermediaries.\(^9\)

Based on the research analysis, it is known that plasma workers in Purbalingga are vulnerable to exploitation, such as lack of regulation, recognition, votes and representation, isolation from other workers, and the absence of written contracts. Furthermore, due to the absence of formal contractual agreements, the employment contract does not have a definite term and lacks social security. Homeworkers are relatively isolated and often undereducated, with inadequate lack knowledge of the rights and mechanisms used to support the fulfillment of their rights and interests.\(^10\)

In Indonesia, labor law consists of employment and subordination of work. These elements determine a working relationship between the company and home workers with their employers under the Indonesian Labour Act. Although these elements are dependent on each situation, home workers usually meet all their needs. Therefore, home workers are in a working relationship and are entitled to the rights of the workforce.

Although home workers were formally tagged as workers with working relationships by LAW No. 13 of 2003 on the workforce, they are employed through

---


informal mechanisms beyond the scope of the current Ministry of Manpower policies and programs.\textsuperscript{11} Presently there is no regulation governing home-based work in Indonesia because the country has not ratified ILO Convention No. 177. Homeworkers tend to challenge labor law dualism because they are unsupervised employees tied through entrusted part manufacture to formal companies. Furthermore, employers or intermediaries are not charged with the obligation to meet workers' wage standards and provide occupational health and safety protection.

In many cases, workers have to bear on their various risks for their homework involvement. However, to encourage viable work, legal protection is required for this category of workers, including plasma workers in Purbalingga, to enable them to access labor rights and be recognized as workers. The special regulation governing home workers is necessary to recognize the status and protect their rights. It is also indicated that the country is presently protecting its citizens without any discrimination.

The scope of protection against workers under Law No. 13 of 2003 includes:\textsuperscript{12}

1. Protection of fundamental rights of workers to negotiate with entrepreneurs,
2. Occupational safety and health protection,
3. Special protection for workers of women, children, and disabled people,

The guarantee of protection given by Law No. 13 the year 2003 concerning employment is as follows:\textsuperscript{13}

1. One of the objectives of labor development is to protect workers in realizing welfare (article 4 letter C),
2. Each working country has the same opportunity without discrimination to obtain employment (article 5),
3. Each worker is entitled to the same treatment without discrimination from employers (article 6),
4. Each worker is entitled to acquire and develop work competencies following their talents, interests, and abilities through work training, as stated in section 11,
5. Each worker has the same opportunity to participate in the training of workers following the field of duty (Article 12 paragraph (3)),
6. Each worker has the same right and opportunity to choose, acquire, or move jobs and earn a decent income within or outside the country (article 31),

\textsuperscript{12} Kanyaka Prajnaparamita.
7. Each worker is entitled to the protection of occupational safety and health, morals and morality, and treatment following the dignity of man and the Values of religion (Section 86 paragraph (1)),
8. Each worker is entitled to an income that satisfies a viable livelihood for humanity (Section 88 paragraph (1));
9. Each worker and family have the right to obtain the Social Security of labor (article 99 paragraph (1)),
10. Each worker is entitled to form and become a trade union member (section 104 paragraph (1)).

Consequently, the protection and fulfillment of the rights of homeworkers are not assured. The rights of home workers are as follows.
1. Employment Contracts
   Homeworkers tend to bind themselves to be oral or written employment contracts.
2. Equal treatment and non-discrimination
   Home workers need to be treated just like ordinary workers, such as labor requirements and benefits gained.
3. Equal treatment and non-discrimination
   Freedom of assembly and organization, such as make agreements and work together.
4. Freedom to organize and gather
   An instance is the need to create a joint work agreement.
5. Wage
   The homeworker is entitled to a decent wage under the minimum wage and is aware of the amount received.
6. Business Hours
   Working hours are 40 hours per week; therefore, they can reject the work order when homeworkers exceed this timeframe.
7. Occupational Safety and Health
   Employers/intermediaries are obliged to assess occupational safety and health to provide the facilities required by home workers.
8. Protection and Social Security
   Regardless of their temporary or seasonal status, workers need to be included in the Social Security program regardless of the frequency of the order.

4. CONCLUSION

According to the Labor Law for homeworkers on The plasma of the false eyelashes industry in Purbalingga, legal arrangements have not been regulated in the Indonesian legislation because it has not ratified THE ILO Convention No. 177. In Indonesia, including those in Purbalingga Regency, homeworkers refer to THE Law No
The year 2003 on employment. They are included as workers who work and receive wages or other salary forms (article 1 paragraph 3). Therefore, a formal home worker is defined as someone with a working relationship following law No. 13 of 2003 on employment and employers responsibility to protect the welfare, safety, and health both mentally and physically. However, in practice, home workers are employed through informal mechanisms and are beyond the scope of the current Ministry of Employment policies and programs.

According to the employment law, the legal protection of homeworkers in the Plasma hair industry in Purbalingga faced a significant challenge. Although it is covered in law 13 of 2003, it does not accept the right and protection as stipulated in the law on wages, employment contracts, freedom of Union and assembly, working hours, occupational safety and health, and social security. With these issues, home workers are very vulnerable and hold poor positions. Therefore, particular actions are needed to encourage the protection and fulfillment of their fundamental rights.

Strategic policies need to be carried out that recognizes the existence of home workers. These policies need to be incorporated into national statistical data and legislation as an affirmative step taken by the Indonesian Government. Furthermore, the Government needs to develop home worker protection policies that include their fundamental rights. Governments need to establish a mandatory minimum health and labor protection scheme not to burden this sector.
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